Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each ~ $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Stamp: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon Logo]
Dear Sue Ellen Tumer,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Signature]

[Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon, AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon image]
Dear James H. Bilray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Signature]
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon logo]
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon logo]
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Signature]
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

We strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image]
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon logo]
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: OPERATION KEEP CANNON]
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means out side money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will loose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Meltose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Stamp: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will loose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Princi, 

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will loose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues. Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop. The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed. If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Gilbert Chavez
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image]
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Caanon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson

[Operation Keep Cannon Logo]
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

RONALD DICKSON

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Signature]
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drep.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no larger airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray.

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each ~ 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Image: Operation Keep Cannon]
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Gehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon Air Force Base in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes, so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,800 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

26-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

We strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will lose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Stamp: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon, Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clavis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Lloyd Newton,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will lose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will lose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James V. Hansen,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 houses @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon APB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

Downsizing is extremely difficult if not impossible.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bibray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues. Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop. The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues. There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed. If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Gilbert Chavez
Dear Philip Coyle,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The weather in Eastern New Mexico provides a year round training ability with the exception of a few windy days; this in turn is ideal for perfect flying weather.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Clovis has had growth for the first time in decades we will go back 20, 30, or even 50 years.

If Cannon closes we will loose $200 million, which means outside money coming into the Cannon area.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Sue Ellen Turner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

20-40% of stores will close.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

Homes will decrease in value possibly 25-40%, property value will also drop.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Samuel Knox Skinner,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and "Keep Cannon".

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grebman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFP in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

We estimate that there are approximately 12,000 homes and apartments valued at $95,000 each = 1 Billion 140 million. If Cannon closes, real estate will drop 25-30% in value = $285 million in losses.

Cannon has a great relationship with all the surrounding communities, and has also won awards at ACC, Air Force, and NAF levels.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Cannon has the, facilities, and ramp space to accommodate surge force requirements in training and emergency situations, readiness as was evidenced by the recent joint training effort between Cannon and the US Navy.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James H. Bilbray,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease – Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

[Stamp: Operation KEEP CANNON]
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

The closure will hit extremely hard economically with percentages 20-26% of job losses, almost double the nearest other base closing.

The government will reimburse any military personnel for homes they own, or will buy and absorb any remaining homes. (1000 homes @ $95,000 each = $95 million tax dollars). Causing all homes to devalue.

Eastern New Mexico and West Texas (including Amarillo and Lubbock) are home to a large military retiree population. These people rely on CAFB for healthcare, grocery shopping, and more. There is not another installation within 225 miles or more to serve our retired military. (Albuquerque, Ft. Worth, Alamogordo)

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Harold W. Grehman Jr.,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

The hospital has made dramatic expansions can it survive?

We have no large airport or structures, therefore Cannon has abundance of air space and no encroachment issues.

The Impact to schools is projected to close 3 Grade Schools and 1 Junior High. High School 30% reduction, ENMU (Portales) 25-30% reduction, also CCC (Clovis) 28-35% reduction. This affects classes offered on Base for CCC and ENMU as well.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear Anthony J. Principi,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clevis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

If Cannon goes so does the support from the area citizens for the bombing range and the supersonic flying in this area.

Sales will decrease — Unemployment will increase.

We have no smog or pollution problem in the area and the dryness of our climate is certainly an asset against corrosion and rust likely to take place at some of the other facilities.

Money will become very tight (Buying, selling, borrowing, etc.)

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson
Dear James T. Hill,

This is my input concerning your decision to close Cannon AFB in Clovis, NM. Here are a couple of reasons we have to offer to keep Cannon open as well as the major impact it would have on the surrounding community.

All city services will be reduced: City police, Sheriff, Hospital, Paramedics, Fire Dept., etc., as well as, tax revenues.

The Melrose bombing range is only seconds away from Cannon.

There is more room for Cannon to grow if needed.

Clovis alone will lose an estimated 25% in sales which equals $62 million in lost sales each year.

WE strongly urge you to reconsider your decision and “Keep Cannon”.

Sincerely,

Ronald Dickson